A one-dimensional vertical two-phase flow model for sedimentation-consolidation process is presented. The model is based on solving the continuity and momentum equations for both fluid and solid phases. In the non-cohesive case, the momentum transfer between the two phases is reduced to the drag force around a single particle modified to take the hindrance effects into account. In the cohesive case, Darcy-Gersevanov's law is used for the closure of the momentum transfer between the two phases and the concept of "effective stress" is introduced to take into account the bed structuring. These closure laws are validated against high resolution experimental data in terms of settling curves and concentration profiles. The reliability of the model is illustrated from an analysis of the momentum balances at different stages during the process. Finally, the proposed closure laws and numerical algorithms are shown to be able to quantitatively reproduce sedimentation of non-cohesive and sedimentationconsolidation of cohesive sediments, including mud.
Introduction
Sedimentation and consolidation are important physical processes of the sediment transport in Estuarine and Coastal Zones (ECZs). From a physical point of view, sedimentation is the process of suspended-particles settling whereas consolidation corresponds to the compaction of a soil skeleton under its own weight (Toorman 1996) . The latter is specific to cohesive sediment. The former is observed for both non-cohesive and cohesive sediment particles though it strongly differs due to the presence of particle-particle interactions and sediment heterogeneity in the cohesive case (flocculation).
When a suspension of cohesive sediment particles settles in quiescent water, its behaviour mainly depends on the sediment concentration. Four different regimes are observed: flocculation, hindered, permeability and effectivestress regimes. The first two correspond to sedimentation and the last two correspond to consolidation (Dankers and Winterwerp 2007) . In the present study only the last three regimes are considered. In the hindered regime, corresponding to sediment concentration between three and tens of grams per litter, the presence of neighbouring particles causes the hindrance of suspension settling. The transition between sedimentation and consolidation is characterised by the gel point (Buscall 1990) , which usually lies between 30 g l −1 and 150 g l −1 (Merckelbach and Kranenburg 2004; Camenen and Pham Van Bang 2011) . From this critical concentration, particle-particle interactions increase and a solid skeleton develops inside the sediment bed. Under their own load, sediment-bed aggregates break up and release their water content. From mass conservation, this released water flows upward through the forming solid skeleton and leads to an excess pore pressure (Been and Sills 1981) . The fluid flow relative to the porous network leads to an increase of the drag force on the solid particles, that reduces their settling velocity (Toorman 1999) . This is the permeability regime. The excess pore pressure slowly dissipates as the cohesive sediment bed is compacting. When the excess pore pressure has fully dissipated, the solid skeleton is well developed and supports the apparent sediment's weight (Been and Sills 1981) . The slow settling observed in this regime is due to the compression of the solid skeleton under its own weight that corresponds to the effective stress regime.
In the case of a suspension of non-cohesive particles only two regimes are observed. The first one corresponds to the hindered settling regime where particles settle to the bed with a settling velocity that depends on the local particles concentration i.e. hindrance effect (Richardson and Zaki 1954) . When the particles concentration reaches a given percolation value, that corresponds to the loose packing fraction, the particles form a loose bed.
In classical sediment transport models for ECZs the suspended sediment is viewed as a passive scalar, for which an advection-diffusion equation is solved. Sedimentation is therefore modelled by introducing a settling velocity that is parameterised to account for the flocculation and hindered regimes. The computational domain in these models is bounded by a fictive bed, which is usually defined for the solid concentration exceeding about 100 g l −1 . Below the fictive bed, extra models for solid-particle Consolidating and Settling Bed (CSB) are introduced (e.g. Gibson et al. (1967) 's equation). The main limitation in these models comes from the need to prescribe empirical relationships for both erosion and deposition flux between the two models (suspended-sediment transport model and CSB) (Teisson 1991; Thiébot et al. 2011 ). In the two-phase approach, continuity and momentum equations are derived for each phase, fluid or solid, with the introduction of interaction terms between the two phases. The two-phase approach has been applied to the modelling of sediment-transport problems since the 80s (Drew (1983) ; Teisson et al. (1992) ; Le Hir (1994) ; Greimann et al. (1999) , amongst others). More recently, the interest in this approach has increased and led to numerous publications mainly for non-cohesive sediment transport, i.e. sand (Barbry et al. (2000) ; Greimann and Holly (2001) ; Dong and Zhang (2002) ; Hsu et al. (2003) ; Jiang et al. (2004); Longo (2005) ; Chauchat and Guillou (2008) ; Bakhtyar et al. (2009); Jha and Bombardelli (2010) , amongst others). These studies show encouraging results concerning the suspended-load and bed-load transport mainly by integrating the influence of the sediment particles on the fluid turbulence and the collisions between particles (two-way and four-way coupling). Concerning sedimentation-consolidation problems, Toorman (1996) has presented a unifying theory derived from the two-phase equations that allows the reconciliation of Kynch's sedimentation theory (Kynch 1952) at low sediment concentration and Gibson's consolidation theory (Gibson et al. 1967 ) for higher sediment concentration (see Winterwerp and Van Kesteren (2004) for details on these theories). However no direct application to sedimentation-consolidation of the two-phase model has been presented in the literature. Recently, first applications of two-phase model for fine-sediment transport in ECZs have been published (Hsu et al. 2007; Nguyen et al. 2009; Torres-Freyermuth and Hsu 2010; Nguyen et al. 2012) . The results obtained in these studies have shown the potential of this modelling approach and also the needs for process oriented studies to determine the adequate closure laws for cohesive sediments. In all these papers the mud sedimentation and consolidation processes were not accounted for although they are essential in the understanding of mud-flow interactions.
The most valuable validation of a sedimentation-consolidation model is achieved by a comparison of calculated and measured concentration profiles (Toorman 1999) . For this purpose recent original experimental data (Pham Van Bang et al. 2008 ) obtained using Magnetic Resonant Imaging (MRI) technique are used in this paper. This technique allows us to measure concentration profiles at high frequency, even in conditions where initial concentrations are dilute. The aim of this paper is to show the reliability of new developments in the two-phase flow model (Chauchat and Guillou 2008; Nguyen et al. 2009 ) to simulate sedimentation and consolidation processes of cohesive and non-cohesive sediments based on a comparison with the above mentioned experimental data. The model presented herein is one-dimensional vertical but it can be straightforwardly generalised to multidimensional situations.
Model Formulation
The present two-phase flow model is based on averaged equations for each phase, fluid and sediment, inspired from the early work presented in Barbry et al. (2000) , Chauchat and Guillou (2008) and Nguyen et al. (2009) . The averaged equation for mass conservation (1) and momentum conservation (2) for a phase k reads (Drew and Lahey 1993) :
where the subscript k can be either f for the fluid phase or s for the solid phase. In these two equations α k , u k , ρ k are the volume fraction, the velocity vector and the density of phase k ; p k is the pressure of phase k ; I the identity tensor ; τ k the deviatoric part of the viscous stress tensor of phase k ; g is the acceleration due to gravity ; M k is the interfacial momentum transfer between fluid and solid phases.
To be consistent with Jackson (2000)'s two-phase equations we assume that the shear stresses of the fluid and solid phases τ f and τ s are equal to the mixture's viscous shear stresses τ v expressed as:
where µ mix = µ f (1 + β α s ) is the mixture viscosity and β is the amplification factor for viscosity. As shown by Jackson (2000) for rigid particles, the fluid shear stress should be proportional to the mixture shear rate where u m = (1 − φ) u f + φ u p is the volume averaged mixture velocity. The parameter β accounts for the non-Newtonian characteristics of the flow when the volume fraction of the solid phase reaches high values. The formulation from Graham (1981) is used:
whered is the inter-particle distance non-dimensionalised by the particle diameter. From geometrical considerations it is possible to express this ratio as a function of the solid volume fraction:
, where α max s is the solid volume fraction for maximum packing of spheres. For a simple cubic packing of rigid spheres, this value is α max s = 0.625. This formulation is consistent with the expression proposed by Einstein (1906) in the dilute case: µ mix = µ f (1 + 2.5α s ) and with the expression proposed by Frankel and Acrivos (1967) for dense suspension:
It is important to keep in mind that only one-dimensional vertical problems are considered here. Therefore, only the normal component of the viscous shear stresses are relevant in the present model and not the tangential ones like for debris flows or bed-load transport where a horizontal motion is considered (Berzi and Jenkins 2008; Chauchat and Médale 2010) . In order to deal with such flows, an additional term should be added to the solid phase stress tensor τ pp , which represents the contribution of particle-particle interactions to the tangential stresses.
The interfacial momentum transfer term is defined following Drew and Lahey (1993) by:
The first term represents the generalised buoyancy composed of two contributions: one is related to the fluid pressure, the so-called Archimedes' buoyancy force and the second corresponds to the local fluid shearing acting on the fluid-particle interfaces. The second term in equation (5) represents all the remaining contributions to the fluid-particle interactions (drag, lift, added mass, Basset forces). Its closure depends both on the properties of the solid particles and the regime of fluid flows around the particles. The specific closures for non-cohesive and cohesive sediment particles will be discussed in the following sections.
The physical meaning of the fluid pressure is the same as for a single phase fluid flow. It represents the resistance of the fluid to compression. For the solid phase pressure, one has to consider the total pressure or the mixture pressure:p
that represents the resistance to compression of the mixture. Since there are particles and fluid in the mixture, the resistance to compression has two contributions: one comes from the fluid filling the pores (p f ) and the other is originated from the network of contacts between particles for sufficiently high concentration (σ e ). In the present study, σ e will be denoted as particle pressure for non-cohesive sediment and effective stress for cohesive ones. This is the effective stress principle as proposed by Terzaghi (1923) :
When the solid volume fraction exceeds a percolation value, a solid skeleton appears and the effective stress or particle pressure develops. It should vanish rapidly when α s decreases below this percolation threshold. This percolation value is different in the non-cohesive and cohesive cases, it corresponds to the random loose packing for non-cohesive particles and is denoted as α * s , and it is the gelling point α gel s for cohesive ones. Identifying equations (6) and (7) the solid phase pressure p s is written as:
in order to respect Terzaghi's principle. This expression is identical to the one proposed by Concha et al. (1996) and Bürger (2000) adapted to our notations. Again the specific closure for σ e depends on the nature of the particles: cohesive and deformable particles such as mud, or non-cohesive and "rigid" particles such as sand or beads.
Finally, substituting (5) and (8) in the momentum equations (2) leads to the following one-dimensional two-phase equations:
Equation (9) represents the global volume conservation that gives an additional equation. The system (9)-(13) is composed of five equations expressed in terms of the five unknowns α f , α s , w f , w s and p f . This system of equations can be solved numerically if the closures for M z s , M z f and σ e are given in terms of α f , α s , w f , w s , p f . The set of equations (9)- (13) are solved by a projection method. A finite difference technique is used for the discretisation of momentum conservation equations on a staggered grid. The governing equations are implicitly solved. All the details concerning the algorithm and discretisation are given in appendix A (see online version of the article).
The present model equations are consistent with those used in Bürger (2000)'s and with Toorman (1996) 's models. The originality of the proposed model is that both fluid phase and solid phase velocities, sediment concentration as well as fluid pressure are solved by the model whereas Bürger (2000)'s and Toorman (1996) 's models only solve for the sediment concentration and deduce the excess pore pressure from a simplified momentum balance for the fluid phase. The present model formulation is more general and would enable the study of the complex interaction between a sedimenting and/or consolidating suspension with a boundary layer flow.
3 Sedimentation of non-cohesive particles
Model suspension experiments
We first validate the present two-phase model for pure sedimentation of non-cohesive particles, then no consolidation occurs. A set of experimental data (Pham Van Bang et al. 2008) has been used for this validation. This concerns a suspension of mono-disperse spherical polystyrene beads of diameter d = 0.29 ± 0.03 mm, and of density ρ p = 1.05 kg m −3 in Rhodorsil silicone oil (viscosity µ f = 20 10 −3 Pa s, density ρ f = 0.95 kg m −3 ). The material was prepared in a well-mixed cylindrical container (base diameter 50 mm; height 100 mm) for an initial solid volume fraction (α 0 s = 0.48). The container was covered and placed in a Proton MRI for automatic measurements of the solid concentration profiles along the vertical. Experiments were performed at the Navier Laboratory (Ecole de Ponts ParisTech, Champs-sur-Marne, France) on a Bruker 24/80 DBX MRI facility: the vertical prototype operates at 0.5T (20MHz proton frequency). The vertical concentration profiles (a measuring point for every 0.9375 mm on the vertical) were averaged over 16 instantaneous profiles, which were taken every 3 seconds. Thus one single-profile was obtained for every 60 seconds.
Closures for non-cohesive spherical particles
The closure laws for the momentum transfer term M z k and the particle pressure σ e are needed. For the present experimental configuration (polystyrene beads in silicon oil) the particulate Reynolds number Re p = ρ f α f d w s − w f /µ f is at the order of magnitude about 10 −3 − 10 −4 , and then M k reduces to the Stokes drag:
where C D is the averaged drag coefficient for a single particle (Stokes drag coefficient): C D = 24/Re p for small particulate Reynolds number; and the term α 2−n RZ f is the hindrance function proposed by Richardson and Zaki (1954) . n RZ is an empirical coefficient that allows to account for the decrease of the particle settling velocity when the local concentration of particles increases Nicolai et al. (1995) have obtained a value of the Richardson and Zaki exponent n RZ = 5 ± 0.3 for the sedimentation of mono-disperse spherical particles at small particulate Reynolds number (Re p ≤ 10 −3 ) which corresponds to the present experimental conditions.
Following Hsu et al. (2004) we model the particulate pressure (solid phase normal stresses) due to enduring contact using a Hertz contact model. They proposed the following relationship:
The term (α s − α * s ) ξ represents the average compressive volume strain divided by the particle's diameter. The exponent ξ is an ad-hoc coefficient that must be calibrated. Hsu et al. (2004) have proposed a value of 5.5 from a comparison with experiments. Σ(α s ) is a coefficient proportional to the coordination number and depends on the mechanical properties of the material of the particles (i.e. Poisson coefficient ν and Young modulus E):
For polystyrene beads the following values are used ν = 0, E = 3 10 9 Pa and ξ = 4.5. The value of ξ has been determined by trial and error in order to insure a correct hydrostatic pressure distribution for the solid phase at the end of the sedimentation process. Details concerning this calibration are given in Appendix B (See online version of the article). For a suspension of monodisperse spherical particles, the random loose packing is about α * s = 0.57 and the maximum packing is about α max s = 0.6.
Results and discussion
In the numerical simulation we use a uniform 300-nodes mesh (∆z = 3.3 10 −4 m) and a time step of ∆t = 5.10 −5 s. The Richardson-Zaki exponent n RZ is set to 5.15 after calibration, this value is consistent with the one given by Nicolai et al. (1995) . The initial and boundary conditions are imposed as described in Fig. 1 . As initial condition, the solid phase volume fraction is constant and equal to α 0 s below Z 0 i and zero above, the solid phase vertical velocity is calculated from a simplified balance equation between gravity and drag force, using relationship (14) and the fluid phase velocity is initialised to ensure incompressibility of the mixture. At the top and bottom boundaries, the vertical velocities vanish and the normal derivative of the volume fraction are taken equal to zero. 
and vertical mixture momentum balance at t = 600 s (see equation (17)) (right). The red solid line (-) represents the gravity force, the blue dash-dotted line (-.-) represents the fluid pressure force and the dashed black line (--) represents the sum of the pressure and effective stress forces in equation (17).
The convergence of the numerical results in terms of the grid size and the time step has been checked. The results of the sensitivity analysis are given in appendix B (see online version of the article). A minimum grid size of ∆z = 10 −3 m and minimum time step of ∆t = 10 −3 s is required to satisfactorily represent the fluid-bed interface. Figure 2 shows the settling curves for both experiments and numerical simulation in the left panel (a), time evolution of the fluid-suspension and suspension-fixed bed interfaces, and the concentration profiles at different stages during the process on the right panels (b). In Fig. 2(a) the upper interface corresponds to the interface between the clear fluid and the suspension Z up i . The lower one denotes the interface between the suspension and the granular bed at maximum packing fraction Z low i . They are defined as follows:
s )}. After roughly 1200 s, the interfaces match and stabilise to a constant value. The bed is at rest and the concentration of the suspension has reach the maximum packing fraction α max s as shown in Fig. 2(b) at t=1432 s. Figure 2 shows that the numerical and experimental time evolution of the interface positions and vertical profiles of solid volume fraction at different times are in good agreement. This validates the closure laws (14) and (15) as well as the numerical model presented in section 2. The increase of the measured solid volume fraction observed above the upper interface is due to an artefact in the MRI measurements. Figure 3 shows (from left to right) the solid volume fraction profiles, the excess pore pressure and the vertical momentum balance of the mixture at various times during sedimentation (t= 30, 600 and 1800 s). The vertical momentum balance for the mixture is obtained from the sum of the momentum equations for the fluid phase (12) and the solid phase (13) that reads:
When all the particles have settled to the bed (bed at rest), the vertical gradient of fluid pressure is expected to balance the pure fluid's weight while the effective stress balances the apparent particles weight. In the suspension, the effective stress vanishes (no contact network exists to support the particles weight) and therefore the vertical gradient of fluid pressure is expected to balance the mixture's weight of the suspension. This is exactly what is shown in Fig. 3 . In the zone of clear fluid above the upper interface, the vertical gradient of fluid pressure is equal to the fluid's weight (−∂p f /∂z = ρ f g ≈ 9320 kg m −2 s −2 ). In the suspension zone located between the two interfaces, the vertical gradient of fluid pressure is equal to the weight of the initial mixture (−∂p f /∂z = ρ mix g ≈ 9790 kg m −2 s −2 ). This gradient is equal to the pure fluid's weight (−∂p f /∂z = ρ f g ≈ 9320 kg m −2 s −2 ) below the lower interface that represents the deposited granular bed. In this layer the vertical gradient of excess pore pressure vanishes (see middle panel), i.e. it does not contribute to the force balance of the mixture, and thus the particles' weight is balanced by the effective stress term (see right panel). This dissipation of the excess pore pressure is instantaneous in the case of non-cohesive particles.
4 Sedimentation-consolidation of estuarine mud
Le Havre's mud sedimentation-consolidation experiments
Experimental data for sedimentation-consolidation of Le Havre's mud obtained with the same experimental set-up presented in the previous section are used. The mud was treated using potassium permanganate and sieved to obtain fine particles, the diameter of which is smaller than 125 10 −6 m. The median diameter is evaluated at d 50 = 7.5 10 −6 m. The density of dry sediment is estimated at 2590 kg m −3 by a helium pycnometer. Three initial homogeneous solid volume fractions 1.2%, 2.2% and 5.2 % were tested and the time evolution of the solid volume fraction profiles were measured using the Proton MRI facility at the Navier Laboratory (see Pham Van Bang et al. (2008) for details).
Closures for cohesive particles (mud)
The heterogeneity of the suspension and the existence of electrochemical forces responsible for particle aggregation make (14) useless. A more macroscopic point of view for the drag force must be adopted. Following Toorman (1996) the Darcy-Gersevanov's semi-empirical expression for the drag force is used in the two-phase model:
where K (in m s −1 ) represents the permeability. Therefore the closure issue consists in finding closure laws for the permeability K and the effective stress σ e . In the literature, there is a large number of formulations concerning the permeability of cohesive sediments e.g. Bartholomeeusen et al. (2000) but most of them are disconnected from the settling property of the particles. Based on the fractal theory for cohesive sediments, Merckelbach and Kranenburg (2004) have proposed formulations for the effective stress and the permeability as functions of the solid volume fraction and of the fractal dimension n:
where A k and A σ are empirical coefficients to be determined from experiments. In the framework of the fractal theory, some characteristics like the floc density, ρ f loc or the volume fraction of flocs φ, amongst others, can be related to the typical floc size d f loc and the fractal dimension (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren 2004) :
where d p represents the floc's primary particle diameter. It follows from (20) that:
When the volume fraction approaches unity, the flocs form a space filling network that corresponds to the gel point (α gel s ).
Formulations (19) suffer two severe limitations in considering sedimentation-consolidation of mud. Knowing that W = Kα s (ρ s /ρ f −1) (Toorman 1996) , when sediment concentration tends to zero the permeability formulation (19) gives an infinite settling velocity W which should theoretically tend toward an equivalent settling velocity of a typical aggregate. Also the effective stress, given by (19), is never equal to zero, i.e. the consolidation occurs for any value of concentration. Consequently, this formulation neglects the separation between sedimentation and consolidation.
The first limitation can be overcome by using the formulation and the method proposed by Camenen and Pham Van Bang (2011) . Such a formulation ensures a smooth transition of the settling velocity from the hindered settling regime to the permeability one by imposing the continuity of the first derivative of settling velocity at the gelling point. The settling velocity in the hindered regime is given by:
where W 0 is the asymptotic settling velocity at zero concentration. It is assumed that the floc property (size and density) are fixed in space and in time, and are identical to the floc's property at the maximum floc concentration φ max = 0.85. As above explained this situation corresponds to the gelling fraction α gel s . With the assumption of constant floc property, the floc density is given by:
In the permeability regime, since constant floc properties are assumed between sedimentation and consolidation, the fractal dimension n must be the same as in the hindered settling regime. This is achieved by seeking the solid volume fraction, at which the slopes of the settling velocity in both regimes (hindered settling and permeability) are identical. This point is denoted by α s = α gel s /χ (with χ > 1). Therefore, in order to ensure the continuity of the settling velocity for both regimes, the following relationships are used:
where W gel h corresponds to the value of W h at α s = α gel s /χ. W 0 , n, α gel s and χ need to be determined from experiments.
In the two-phase model the permeability is used for the drag force closure (18). The relationship K = W/[α s (ρ s /ρ f − 1)], where W is calculated from (23), is used in the model. The velocities of both phases are calculated from the momentum equations (12) and (13).
The effective stress represents permanent contacts between particles in concentrated suspension. The following closure is proposed:
This formulation is asymptotically consistent with Merckelbach and Kranenburg (2004) relationship (19) and the effective stress vanishes below α gel s . For this closure σ 0 and α max s need to be determined. For the initial solid volume fraction at 1.2 %, the experimental settling curve presents a slope break around 400 seconds, which represents the transition between the hindered settling regime and the permeability one i.e. the existence of a gelling point (Toorman and Berlamont 1993) . This slope break is less evident for the 2.2 % initial solid volume fraction and inexistent for the last case (α 0 s = 5.2 %), which is in consolidation since the beginning of the experiment. The value of α gel s is estimated using the method presented in Toorman (1999) and the value of the solid volume fraction at the gel point is estimated to be α gel s ≈ 0.025. Therefore the floc density is fixed at ρ f loc = 1047 kg m −3 in the model.
Results and discussion
The closure for the permeability has been calibrated against the 1.2 % initial solid volume fraction experiment following the method proposed by Camenen and Pham Van Bang (2011) . The closure for the effective stress are obtained from the 5.2 % initial solid volume fraction experiment following the method proposed by Been and Sills (1981) . In none of the simulations presented hereafter, both the closures for the permeability and the effective stress have been simultaneously calibrated against the same experiment, and the 2.2 % initial solid volume fraction experiment has not been used to calibrate the model parameters. The values of the parameters are summarised in Table 1 and the details concerning the determination of the parameter values are given in appendix C (see online version of the article). The value of W 0 = 2 10 −4 m s −1 corresponds to the settling velocity of an equivalent floc (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren 2004) . This is close to the value obtained by Van Leussen (1994) for flocs in the Ems estuary. As in the previous case, a uniform 300-nodes mesh (∆z = 3.3 10 −4 m) is used and the time step is fixed to ∆t = 10 −2 s for the numerical simulations.
In Fig. 4 , as Toorman (1999) for the Oxford data, the time origin has been shifted, for the α 0 s = 5.2 % case, to the point where the water-sediment interface reaches a constant settlement rate. This time lag is estimated by the experimental data at 90 minutes, which is close to Toorman (1999)'s value (95 minutes) . This time lag is justified by the mixing process imposed on the suspension at the beginning of each experiment. Indeed, this mixing process has induced an initial flocculation stage, for which aggregates have been formed until they reach an equilibrium state. For the two-first cases, at lower initial concentrations, the experimental time is shifted by 60 s for the 1.2 % case and 300 s for the 2.2 % case. This is mainly due to the time needed to introduce the settling column in the MRI facility and to obtain the first concentration profile.
The profile of volume fraction, Fig. 4 (b), continuously increases with the vertical downward even inside the cohesive bed, which is characteristic for a solid skeleton compaction, (i.e. existence of effective stresses). The best results are obtained for the first two experiments (α 0 s = 1.2% and α 0 s = 2.2%). The difference observed for the last case (α 0 s = 5.2%) can be attributed to a modification of the internal structure (n and ρ f loc ). This experiment is clearly in consolidation since the beginning, contrary to the first two. Therefore the dependency of the permeability on the sediment concentration is certainly different from the 1.2 % case, for which it has been calibrated. The proposed closure laws suffer some limitations. First they depend only on the sediment concentration, which is too restrictive. As pointed out by Toorman (1999) amongst others, estuarine mud presents thixotropic behaviour such that the permeability and effective stress closures depend on the preparation of the sediment suspension (initial concentration, initial mixing, ...). Also the assumption of constant aggregate density (ρ f loc ) and fractal dimension (n) in the permeability closure are a limiting assumption. Indeed, during the sedimentation-consolidation, flocculation and deflocculation processes occur and would change both the permeability and the effective stress. As reported by Chakraborti et al. (2003) the fractal dimension varies during the aggregation process. Winterwerp and Van Kesteren (2004) found that the fractal dimension is larger than 2.6 for cohesive sediment beds, whilst for suspended floc it is usually lower than 2.2. Considering constant flocs properties therefore neglects this effect and certainly constitutes the main limiting assumption of the present model. This phenomenon is not easily measurable in experiments and more refined experimental measurements are still lacking to improve our understanding of such structural changes. To the best of our knowledge, closure laws accounting for these time dependent effects have not yet been established. Figure 5 shows successively from left to right the vertical profiles of solid volume fraction, excess pore pressure and vertical mixture momentum balance at various stages of sedimentation-consolidation (for α 0 s = 2.2%). Almost the same results for the other initial concentrations are also obtained.
The profiles of excess pore pressure (middle panel) show that the fluid pressure tends toward the pure fluid hydrostatic one at the end of the consolidation process. The greater the initial concentration is, the longer the process takes (Been and Sills 1981; Merckelbach and Kranenburg 2004) . Looking at the momentum balance (right panel) one observes that during the initial stage of sedimentation, the gravity is balanced by the vertical gradient of fluid pressure everywhere, except for a thin layer near the bottom where effective stress develops. In this layer the vertical gradient of effective stress balances the apparent weight of the particles (−∂σ e /∂z = α s (ρ s − ρ f ) g) and the vertical gradient of fluid pressure balances the fluid's weight only (−∂p f /∂z = ρ f g ≈ 9839 kg m −2 s −2 ). These observations are consistent with the non-cohesive case (see Fig. 3 ). The difference comes from the smooth transition between the fluid pressure and the effective stress in the mixture momentum balance for the cohesive case. This difference is also noticeable on the excess pore pressure profiles, which slowly tend toward zero in the bottom layer whereas they vanish in the non-cohesive case instantaneously. The dissipation of the excess pore pressure is characteristic of the consolidation process (Been and Sills 1981) . As sediment settles to the bed, the sediment concentration increases, and from mass conservation the fluid has to be expelled upward from the pores toward the fluid-sediment bed interface. This mechanism leads to an excess pore pressure induced by the fluid compression inside the pores (e.g. Toorman (1996) ). As shown in Fig. 5 the proposed model allows us to represent this phenomenon. The upward Darcy flow inside the settling suspension (typically for α s > α gel s ) leads to a drag increase in the solid phase that reduces its settling rate. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 where the solid phase momentum balance is plotted (see equation 13) at different instants for the initial solid volume fraction α 0 s = 2.2%. At t = 300 s ( 5 min) the drag force and the buoyancy force (pressure force) are the two dominant mechanisms in the whole column, except in a very thin layer near the bottom. In this bottom layer, effective stress starts to develop as the concentration exceeds the gelling fraction (α gel s = 0.025 or α gel s ρ s g ≈ 650 kg m −2 s −2 ). The suspension is in the hindered settling regime. At t = 15000 s ( 4 h) one observes a competition between the drag force, the effective stress and the buoyancy (pressure) forces. In the upper part of the dense layer (−0.06 ≤ z ≤ −0.045 m) the drag force and the buoyancy are the dominant terms of the momentum balance. We point out that the pressure term here corresponds to the buoyancy including the effect of the excess pore pressure. This layer can be considered as a "permeability layer" because the drag force associated with strong excess pore pressure are the mechanisms controlling the suspension's settling. In the lower part of the dense layer (−0.07 ≤ z ≤ −0.06 m) the solid phase momentum balance is dominated by the effective stress and the buoyancy forces. As the effective stress is the dominant term in the momentum balance there, this layer can be denoted as "effective stress layer". At t = 192000 s ( 53 h) the drag force and the excess pore pressure have fully vanished. The equilibrium is obtained between the buoyancy and the effective stress therefore the apparent sediment's weight is balanced by its own structural compressive resistance (soil skeleton) and the consolidation process is over. This is confirmed by the flatness of the settling curve in Fig. 4 (a) for t ≥ 5 10 4 s.
It is also interesting to note that Fig. 6 confirms Bürger (2000) 's dimensional analysis by showing that advection and viscous stress can be neglected in the two-phase equations for sedimentation-consolidation problems. However if one wants to look at mud-flow interactions, i.e. a suspension in sedimentation-consolidation submitted to a boundary layer flow, the viscous stress terms should be kept in the formulation and turbulence models like in Hsu et al. (2007) or Torres-Freyermuth and Hsu (2010) should be considered. This is also true for the advection term if strong horizontal variations are to be considered.
Conclusion
In this paper a vertical one-dimensional two-phase flow model is presented and has been extensively validated against high resolution experimental data (concentration profiles) for sedimentation of non-cohesive spherical particles and sedimentation-consolidation of mud. In the first case, the closure laws are the drag force around a single particle, modified by the hindrance function for the fluid-particles interaction. The particle pressure is modelled by using a hertz contact model. In the latter case, the Darcy drag expression is used to express the fluid-particles interaction and the effective stress concept is introduced instead of the hertz contact model. This stress represents the resistance of the solid skeleton to compression.
The results presented in this paper demonstrate the reliability of the proposed model and of closure laws to quantitatively reproduce the interface dynamics and the associated concentration profiles in both cases. Moreover, the vertical profile of excess pore pressure is directly calculated by the model and is consistent with experiments for both spherical particles and mud. In the cohesive case, the vertical equilibrium is more complex than in the non-cohesive one due to the formation of the solid skeleton in the sediment bed. The proposed closure laws only depend on sediment concentration and therefore neglect history effects on the aggregate structure evolution. This limitation is also shown in other classical sedimentation-consolidation models.
As claimed in the introduction of this paper, the validity of the proposed two-phase model, which covers from the suspension to the consolidated bed, represents a major advantage of the two-phase approach compared with the classical Kynch or Gibson ones. Two-phase approach gives a general framework that potentially allows studying more precisely the interaction between an ambient current and a sedimenting and consolidating bed. Future work will concern the use of the proposed closure laws to study mud-flow interactions in ECZs flows. ∆z = grid size (m) ∆t = time step (s) ∆p = excess pore pressure (Pa) µ f = fluid dynamical viscosity (kg m −1 s −1 ) µ mix = mixture dynamical viscosity (kg m −1 s −1 ) ν = Poisson coefficient (-) φ = volume fraction of flocs (-) φ max = maximum volume fraction of flocs (-) ρ k = density of phase k (kg m −3 ) ρ f loc = density of flocs (-) σ e = effective stress (Pa) σ 0 = effective stress modulus (Pa) Σ = particle pressure modulus (Pa) τ k = stress tensor of phase tensor k (Pa) τ v = mixture's viscous shear stress tensor (Pa) τ pp = frictional-collisional shear stress tensor (Pa) ξ = exponent for the particle pressure closure (-) 
